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Degree offers
● Bachelor’s degree in aerospace engineering

-  fourth year (starting in september)
-  50 students per year
-  highest access grade of Galician engineering bachelor’s
-  within top-ten of all bachelor’s degrees this year
-  first graduated in summer 2020
-  4 years of study (240 ECTS)
-  35 courses + final project



  

Degree offers
● Master’s degree in operations and engineering of 

unmanned air systems

-  second year (starting in september)
-  25 students per year
-  joint venture with University of Santiago de Compostela
   (Polytechnical School in Lugo)
-  first graduated this year
-  1 year of study (60 ECTS)
-  8 courses + internship + final project



  

Degree offers
● Master’s degree in aerospace engineering

-  first year (maybe starting in september 2020)
-  25 students per year
-  in acreditation process
-  1.5 year of study (90 ECTS), our proposal
-  12 courses + internship + final project



  

two mentions:

  aircrafts

  materials and equipment
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Collaborations



  



  

Uvigo:
successful lauch of several satellites



  

XaTcobeo 2012

Lume
2018

Serpens
2015

HumSAT 2013



  

Research UAV

airborne
LiDAR



  

Research UAV

Industrial Inspection

UAV with
appropriate
sensor
technology



  

Research aeronautics

windtunnel experiments
-  CFD validation
-  aerodynamics of trains
-  aerodynamics of drones
   (e.g. close to walls or structures)



  

Research space engineering

space craft subsystems
-  simulation and experiments
-  structure, thermal, vibrations
-  control of orientation
-  alternative power systems (stirling)



  

Research
Área de Tecnología Aeroespacial
-  at end of this year
-  five persons for teaching and research 
-  collaboration with
   + computer science
   + physics (optics)
   + research of materials
   + fabrication
   + telecommunications



  

THANKS
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